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ABSTRACT.
We study the determinationof finitesubsets of the integerlattice
En, n > 2, by X-rays. In this context, an X-ray of a set in a directionu gives
the numberof points in the set on each line parallel to u. For practical reasons,
only X-rays in lattice directions,that is, directionsparallel to a nonzero vector
in the lattice, are permitted. By combining methods fromalgebraic number
theoryand convexity,we prove that there are fourprescribedlattice directions
such that convex subsets of En (i.e., finitesubsets F with F = En n conv F)
are determined,among all such sets, by their X-rays in these directions. We
also show that three X-rays do not sufficefor this purpose. This answers a
question of Larry Shepp, and yields a stability result related to Hammer's
X-ray problem. We furthershow that any set of seven prescribed mutually
nonparallel lattice directions in 22 have the propertythat convex subsets of
22 are determined,among all such sets, by theirX-raysin these directions. We
also consider the use of orthogonal projections in the interactivetechnique of
successive determination,in which the informationfromprevious projections
can be used in deciding the directionforthe next projection. We obtain results
for finitesubsets of the integerlattice and also forarbitraryfinitesubsets of
Euclidean space which are the best possible with respect to the numbers of
projections used.

1. INTRODUCTION

On September19, 1994, a mini-symposium
withthe titleDiscreteTomography,
organizedbyLarryShepp ofAT&T Bell Labs, was heldat DIMACS. Some timeearlier,Peter Schwander,a physicistat AT&T Bell Labs in Holmdel,had asked Shepp
forhelp in obtainingthree-dimensional
information
at the atomic level fromtwodimensionalimages taken by an electronmicroscope. A new technique,based on
high resolutiontransmissionelectronmicroscopy(HRTEM), can effectively
measure the numberof atoms lyingon each line in certaindirections(see [22]). At
present,this can onlybe achievedforsome crystalsand in a constrainedset of lattice directions,that is, directionsparallelto a linethroughtwopointsofthe crystal
lattice. The aim is to determinethe three-dimensional
crystalfrominformation
of
this sortobtainedfroma numberof different
directions.
Received by the editors October 3, 1995.
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 52C05, 52C07; Secondary 52A20, 52B20,
68T10, 68U05, 82D25, 92C55.
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An X-rayof a finiteset F in a directionu is a functiongivingthe numberof its
pointson each line parallel to u (see Section 2 forformaldefinitions),essentially
the projection,countedwith multiplicity,
of F on the subspace orthogonalto u.
Motivatedby crystallographic
work[16],we investigatethe determination
of finite
subsets of a lattice by theirX-raysin finitesets of lattice directions. The affine
natureof this problemallows us to consideronlythe integerlatticeZE.
It is not difficult
to see that givenany prescribedfiniteset ofm directionsin En,
finitesubsetsofEn withthe same X-raysin thesedirections.
thereare two different
of the edge graphof a suitable
This can be accomplishedby usinga two-colouring
parallelotopein Em and takingthe projectionson En of the two colour classes of
ofthisexampleshows
vertices(or see [3]or [9, Lemma 2.3.2]). An easy modification
that the situationis no betterin the lattice Zn; givenany prescribedfiniteset of
finitesubsetsof Zn withthe same X-rays
latticedirections,thereare two different
in these directions. In view of this, it is necessaryto impose some restrictionin
orderto obtain uniquenessresults.
A fewearlierpapers address this sort of problem. The lack of uniquenessfor
arbitrarysubsets of En was firstnoted by Lorentz [19] (see also [13]). Renyi [20]
provedthat a set of m points in E2 or E3 can be distinguishedfromany other
such set by any set of (m + 1) X-raysin mutuallynonparalleldirections.Heppes
[15] extendedthis resultto En, n > 2. In the planar case, Renyi's theoremwas
dramaticallyimprovedby Bianchi and Longinetti[3],and resultsof a similartype
can be divinedfromworkofBeauvais and Kempermancontainedin [2]. The special
case in whichfinitesubsetsof 22 are to be determinedfromtheirX-raysin the two
coordinatedirectionshas long been associated with the problemof reconstructing
binarymatricesfromtheircolumn and row sums; see, forexample, [4] and [21,
of the finitesets that are
Section 6.3]. In this situation,severalcharacterizations
see the articleof Fishburn,
uniquelydeterminedare known.For moreinformation,
Lagarias, Reeds and Shepp [8],who note connectionswithBoolean functiontheory,
switchingcircuittheoryand game theory. The paper [8] also characterizesthe
finitesubsets of En that are uniquely determinedby their projections,counted
withmultiplicity,
on the coordinateaxes (we preferthe term "(n - 1)-dimensional
X-ray").
When a finitesubset of En is to be determinedby X-raysin lattice directions,
all earlierresultseitherplace an a prioriupper bound on the numberof
therefore,
pointsin the set or focuson X-raysin coordinatedirections.In thispaper,however,
and we allow arbitrarylattice
the cardinalityofthe sets is completelyunrestricted,
directions.Instead, we workwith the natural class of convexlattice sets, that is,
finitesubsetsof En whose convexhulls containno new latticepoints.
In Theorem5.7(i), we provethat thereare certainprescribedsets of fourlattice
directions- forexample,thoseparallelto the vectors(1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2) and (1, 5),
or othersgivenin Remark5.8 - such that any convexsubset of 22 may be distinguishedfromany othersuch set by its X-raysin these directions.Corollary5.9(i)
notes that this extendsreadilyto En, n > 2 (forexample,one can use fourdirections whose firsttwo coordinatesare those just given). Four is the best number
possible,sincewe demonstratethat no prescribedset of threelatticedirectionshas
this property. This completelyanswersa question posed to the firstauthor by
LarryShepp.
Theorem5.7(i) is a discreteanalogue ofthe resultin [12]whichshowsthat there
are prescribedsets of fourdirections- forexample, those whose slopes yield a
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transcendentalcrossratio- such that any convexbody in E2 may be distinguished
fromany other by its continuousX-raysin these directions. Here, a continuous
X-ray is a functionwhich returnsthe linear measures of parallel 1-dimensional
sections. Part of our techniquederivesfromthat of [12],but the discretecase is
muchmorecomplicatedand we findit necessaryto employmethodsfromthetheory
ofcyclotomicfields,in particularp-adicvaluations.This allowsa fineanalysiswhich
showsthat uniquenesswill be providedby any set of fourlattice directionswhose
slopes (suitablyordered)yielda cross ratio not equal to 4/3, 3/2, 2, 3 or 4.
The theoremin [12] is, unfortunately,
unstable in the sense that an arbitrarily
small perturbationof a suitable set of fourdirectionsmay cause the uniqueness
propertyto be lost. The naturalquestionarises of whetherfiniteprecisionsuffices
to guaranteedetermination,
that is, are therefourdirectionsthat can be specified
by a finiteset of integerssuch that convex bodies are determinedby continuous
X-raystakenin these directions?Theorem6.2(i) providesan affirmative
answer.
Perhaps moresurprisingand novelthan the resultconcerningfourdirectionsis
Theorem5.7(ii), whichstates that any prescribedset ofsevenmutuallynonparallel
lattice directionshas the propertythat any convex subset of 22 may be distinguishedfromany othersuch set by its X-raysin these directions.It is shownin
Theorem6.2(ii) that a similarresultholdsforcontinuousX-rays.In thiscase, however,the restrictionto lattice directionsis crucial,since foreach m E N, a convex
m-gonand its rotationby 7r/mabout its centrehave the same continuousX-rays
in m mutuallynonparalleldirections.We also demonstratethat the numberseven
in the discretecase cannot be replacedby six.
A major task in achievingthe above resultsinvolvesexamininglatticepolygons
whichexhibita weak sortofregularity.We believethat the information
we obtain,
especiallyTheorem4.5, is of independentinterestfroma purelygeometricalpoint
of view.
In [7], Edelsbrunnerand Skiena introducedan interactivetechnique,whichwe
call successivedetermination,in whichthe previousX-raysmay be examined at
each stage in decidingthe best directionforthe next X-ray. It was shownin [7]
that convexpolygonscan be successivelydeterminedby threeX-rays,and in [10]
we proved that convex polytopesin E3 can be successivelydeterminedby only
two X-rays. In the finalsectionof the presentpaper, we apply this techniqueto
to use orthogonalprojections;the extra
finitesets ofpoints,and findthat it suffices
information
grantedbyX-raysis superfluous.We provethat finitesubsetsofZn can
be successivelydeterminedby Fn/(n- k)1 projectionson (n - k)-dimensionallattice
subspaces. When k = 1, this means that only two projectionsare required. This
actuallycontributesless to Schwander'sproblemthanthe resultsconcerningconvex
lattice sets, since fortechnicalreasonsit is at presentonly possible in HRTEM to
take X-raysin directionsparallelto integervectorsin whichthe coordinatesare all
small. This constraintrendersthe successivedeterminationtechniqueineffective,
in general,but futureimprovements
in technologymay changethis situation.
latticestrucConvexityis not needed forthe previousresult,but the underlying
ture plays an essential role; we findthat arbitraryfinitesubsets of En require
([n/(n - k)J+ 1) projectionson (n - k)-dimensionalsubspaces fortheirsuccessive
determination.In both results,the numberscannotbe reduced,even ifprojections
on (n - k)-dimensionalsubspaces are replacedby k-dimensionalX-rays,functions
whichgivethenumberofpointson each translateofa givenk-dimensional
subspace.
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In discussinginverseproblems,it is importantto distinguishbetweendetermination and reconstruction.The problemof findingan algorithmby whichconvex
bodies may be reconstructed
to any prescribeddegreeof accuracyfromtheircontinuousX-raysin foursuitabledirectionshas not been completelysolved,despitea
valuable contributionby K6lzow, Kuba and Volcic [18]. These authorspresentan
algorithmforthispurpose,forwhich,however,no satisfactory
performance
analysis
exists. Barcucci,Del Lungo, Nivat and Pinzani [1] studythe consistencyproblem
forspecial classesofplanarlatticesets forX-raysin the coordinatedirections.They
showthat the problemofwhetherthereexistsa row-and column-connected
planar
polyominothat is consistentwiththe X-raydata in the two coordinatedirections
(and ifit is, constructone such polyomino)can be solvedin polynomialtime. This
resultstops shortof provingthat a convexlatticeset that is consistentwithgiven
X-raysin the two coordinatedirectionscan be reconstructedin polynomialtime,
since thereare convexlatticesets that are not polyominoes.Despite this,thereis
alreadya considerableliteratureon algorithmicaspects ofthe reconstruction
problem, mostlyforthe case of two X-rays. A generaltreatmentof complexityissues
in discretetomography,
includingan extendedbibliography,
can be foundin [11].
The firstauthorhas introducedthe term "geometrictomography"forthe area
of mathematicsdealingwith the generalproblemof retrievinginformation
about
a geometricobject fromdata about its sections,or projections,or both. We refer
the interestedreaderto [9],which,however,mentionsthe discretecase onlybriefly.
We are most gratefulto Larry Shepp forposing the problemof determining
convex lattice sets by X-raysin lattice directions,and to Larry Washingtonfor
suggestingthe use ofp-adic valuations.

2.

DEFINITIONS

AND PRELIMINARIES

If k., . . , km are integers,then gcd(k, . . . , km) denotestheirgreatestcommon
divisor. If x E R, then [xj and Fxl signifythe greatestintegerless than or equal
to x, and the smallestintegergreaterthan or equal to x, respectively.
If A is a set, we denote by JAI,intA, cl A, bdA, and convA the cardinality,
interior,closure,boundaryand convexhull of A, respectively.The dimensionof
A is the dimensionof its affinehull affA, and is denoted by dimA. The symbol
of two
IA representsthe characteristic
functionof A. The symmetricdifference
sets A and B is AAB = (A \ B) U (B \ A). The notationforthe usual orthogonal
projectionof A on S' is AIS', and we also writexIS' forthe projectionof the
pointx on S1.
As usual, ?n-1 denotesthe unitspherein Euclidean n-space En. By a direction,
we mean a unit vector,that is, an elementof ?n-1. If u is a direction,we denote
by u1 the (n - 1)-dimensionalsubspace orthogonalto u, and by lu the line through
the originparallel to u.
We writeAk fork-dimensionalLebesgue measurein En, where1 < k < n, and
wherewe identifyAk with k-dimensionalHausdorffmeasure. We also writeAo for
the countingmeasure.
Let F be a subsetofE n, and u E $n-1. The (discrete)X-rayofF in thedirection
u is the functionXuF definedby
XuF(x) = IF n (X + lu) I,
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forx E u1. The functionXuF is in effectthe projection,countedwithmultiplicity,
of F on u1. Some authorsreferto XuF as a projection,but in this paper, this
termis reservedforthe usual orthogonalprojection.
We shall also need the followinggeneralizationof the previousdefinition.Let F
be a subset of En, let 1 < k < n- 1, and let S be a k-dimensionalsubspace. The
k-dimensional(discrete)X-rayofF parallel to S is the functionXsF definedby
XSF(x)

= IFn(x+s)I,

forx E S'. The X-rayintroducedbeforecorrespondsto k = 1 if we identifya 1dimensionalsubspace witheitherdirectionparallelto it. One can, ofcourse,regard
the discreteX-rayXsF of a set F as

XSF(x) =

j

1F(X +

y)dAo(y),

forx E sl. Note that the supportof the k-dimensionalX-rayXsF is FISL, the
projectionof F on the (n - k)-dimensionalsubspace S1.
For the most part,the presentpaper deals withthese discreteX-rays.However,
we also requirethe followingcontinuousanalogue. Let K be a convex body in
ETn.The k-dimensional(continuous)X-rayofK parallelto S is the functionXsK
definedby
XsK(x) =

j

lK(X + y)dAk(Y),

forx E S1. When k = 1, we can speak of the (continuous)X-rayXuK of K in a
directionu by associatingu withthe 1-dimensionalsubspace lu.
In the sequel, the unqualifiedterm "X-ray"will alwaysmean "discreteX-ray".
We now definetwo different
waysin whichX-rayscan be used to distinguishone
set in a class fromothersets in the same class.
Let F be a class of finitesets in En and U a finiteset of directionsin ?n-1.
We say that F E F is determined
by the X-raysin the directionsin U ifwhenever
F' E F and XuF = XUF' forall u E U, we have F = F'.
We say that a set F E F can be successivelydetermined
by X-raysin the directionsuj, 1 < j < m, ifthese can be choseninductively,
the choiceof u; depending
on XUkF, I < k < j-1, such that if F' E F and XujF' = XujF for 1 < j <m,
then F' = F.

We also say that sets in F are determined(or successivelydetermined)by m
X-raysifthereis a set U of m directionssuch that each set in F is determined(or
successivelydetermined,respectively)by the X-raysin the directionsin U.
Let S be a finiteset of k-dimensionalsubspaces of En. The phrases "F E F
is determined(or successivelydetermined)by the k-dimensionalX-raysparallel to
the subspaces in S" and "sets in F are determined(or successivelydetermined)by
m k-dimensionalX-rays"are definedanalogously.It should also be clear how the
corresponding
conceptsare definedforcontinuousX-raysand forprojections.
Note that ifthe sets in F can be determinedby a set ofX-rays,theneach set in
F can be successivelydeterminedby the same X-rays.
We shall mainlystudyfinitesubsetsof lattices. A latticeis a subset of En that
consistsof all integercombinationsof a fixedset of n linearlyindependentvectors.
Any lattice in En is the image of the integerlattice Zn undera nonsingularlinear
transformation.
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Let L c Enbe a lattice. A convexset in L is a finiteset F such that F
L nconv F. We also referto such sets as convexlatticesets. A latticedirectionis a
directionparallelto a nonzerovectorin L. A latticesubspaceis one that is spanned
by vectorsof L.
Due to the affinenatureofthe problemofdetermining
sets byX-rays,it generally
so by the word "lattice"in the termsabove, we shall
sufficesto consideronly
mean
unless it is stated otherwise.
A convexpolygonis the convex hull of a finiteset of points in E2. A lattice
polygonis a convexpolygonwith its verticesin 22. By a regularpolygonwe shall
always mean a nondegenerateconvexregularpolygon. An affinely
regularpolygon
is a nonsingularaffineimage of a regularpolygon.
Let U c ?1 be a finiteset of directionsin E2. We call a nondegenerateconvex
polygonP a U-polygonif it has the followingproperty:If v is a vertexof P, and
vertexv' of P.
u E U, thenthe line v + lu meetsa different
ClearlyU-polygonshave an evennumberofvertices.Note thatan affinely
regular
polygonwithan even numberofverticesis a U-polygonifand onlyifeach direction
in U is parallel to one of its edges.
-

En,

En

3. A
Suppose that m and kj, I

CYCLOTOMIC

< j < 4, are positiveintegersand

fm(kl,k2,k3,k4)= (1

(1)

THEOREM

-

)

W4)

-

wherewm = e2,i/m is an mth root of unity.For our applicationto discretetomographywe shall need to knowwhichrationalvalues are attained by this cyclotomic
expression.For technicalreasonswe shall restrictthe domainof fmto the set Dm,
where
DM ={(ki,k2,k3,k4) E N4: I < k3 < k? < k2 < k4 <

m-1

and kl+k2 = k3+k4}.

We begin witha simplebut usefulobservation.
Lemma 3.1. The functionfmis real valued and fm(d) > 1 ford E Dm.
Proof. Let d = (kl,k2,k3,k4) E Dm. Since sin0 = -e`6

(1-e2i6)/2i

k3 + k4, we have

and k1 +

k2 =

m sin
nm
fm(d) = sink3ir
k4ir
sin

real valued. Using k1 +
cos(x + y), we obtain

Therefore

fmis

cos(x

-

-

y)

1
. k3 . k4
. k,7r
. k2r
~ sin
-sin
sin
= 1
m
m
m
m
2

sin

The right-hand side is positive because
that
0?<
Therefore the numerator of

k1-k2l

fm(d)

sin

k2 = k3 + k4 and the identity 2 sin x sin y
k-/

1 <

cos (cos

m

k3 < k,

< jk3-k4

(k3 - k4) 0

-k2)w

m

<

k2 < k4

<

=

.

m - 1 implies

<?m-1.

is larger than its denominator,

so

fm(d)

The next three lemmas use only elementary trigonometric arguments,
needed for the main result of this section.
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Lemma 3.2. If
cosa + cos-cos(a?+3)

=

1,

thena + 3 = (2j + 1)7ror a = 2j7r or 3 = 2j7r,for some integerj.
Proof. Substituting x = (a + 3)/2 and y = (a

-

y)

-

cos(x + y) + cos(x

-

)/2, we obtain

cos2x = 1,

or cos2x = cosxcosy. If cosx = 0, then a + 3 = (2j + 1)7r,forsome integerj. If
(mod 27r). This
cosx $&0, thencosx = cos y, so x + y- 0 (mod 27r)or x - yEl
impliesthat a = 2j7ror / = 2j7r,forsome integerj.
Lemma 3.3. The solutionsof
io) = (1 -eiv

e)(1

(1I-e

(2)

where0 < o < 0 < 27rand 0 < 0 < 27r,are given by 0 = o + 7r,4 = 2p, for
arbitrary o.

Proof. Equation (2) is equivalentto
e~~~~~~io
+ if_ eil = i(f0+0)
By taking real and imaginaryparts, squaring both sides in each equation, and
adding,we obtain
( )

cos(0

-

4) + cos(

)-cos(0

-

-

0) = 1.

and/ = 4'- , and apply Lemma 3.2. If a = 2j7r, then
We let a = 0-4
j = 0 and 0 = 4, whichcontradicts(2), and / = 2j7ris similarlynot possible. If
a + / = (2j + 1)7r,thenj = 0, so 0 = o + 7r.Using the real part of (3), we obtain
the equation
cos4' = cos 2o,
4
4
0 (mod 27r)or
29 0 (mod 27r). Using the restrictionson ~o,0
so + 24
=
27ror 4 = 2o. The second possibilityis alreadyof
and 4, we see that + 2o
- 2.
Using the imaginarypart of (3),
the requiredform,so suppose that 4 = 27r
=
we see that o 7rj/2forsome integerj. This yieldsonly the solution o = 7r/2,
4 = 7r,0 = 37r/2,whichis again of the requiredform.
FL
Lemma 3.4. Considerthe equation
(1

(4)

-

e )(1 - ei) = c,

whereO < o < 0 < 27r. Whenc = 1, (1 + vi)/2, (1- v'i)/2, -i or i, the
unique solutionis (, 0)=(7r/3,57r/3),(57r/6,
57r/6)or
117r/6),(7r/6,
77r/6),(7r/6,
117r/6),respectively.
(77r/6,
Proof. If c = 1, (4) becomes
(5)

eio + eio =
ei(-+0)

By taking real and imaginaryparts, squaring both sides in each equation, and
adding,we obtain
cos(0-

)

= -2

2
Therefore0 = o + 27r/3or 0 = o + 47r/3.Substitutingback into (5), we findthat
cos = 1/2 and sin = -v'3/2 or sin = vX-/2,respectively. Since 0 < o < 0 <
onlythe latteris possible,so 0 = 57r/3and o = 7r/3.
2wr,
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When c = (1 + v'i)/2 (or c = (1 - v'3i)/2), we obtain (2) by settingX = 57r/3
(or = 7r/3,respectively).The requiredsolutionsare thenprovidedby Lemma 3.3.
If c = ?i, then (4) gives

eif + e'o - I T i = ei(0+0)

(6)
withreal part

cos?+cosO-cos(f?o)

=

1.

By Lemma 3.2, the only valid solutions are 0 = 7r-

or 0 = 37r-

.

The

imaginarypart of (6) givessin o = ?1/2, and this yieldsonlythe values stated in
the lemma.
R
We now summarizesome factsfromthe theoryofp-adic valuations,whichrepresentsthe most importanttool in this section. An excellentintroductory
text is
that of Gouvea [14].
Let p be a primenumber.The p-adic valuationon Z is the functionvp defined
by vp(0) = oo and by the equation
n = pvp(n) n'

forn $&0, wherep does not dividen'; that is, vp((n)is the exponentof the highest
powerofp dividingn. The functionvp is extendedto Q by defining
vp(a/b) = vp(a) -vp (b)
fornonzerointegersa and b; see [14, p. 23]. Note that vp is integervalued on
Q \ {0}. As in [14, Chapter5], vp can be furtherextendedto the algebraicclosure
Qp of a fieldQp, whose elementsare called p-adic numbers,containingQ. Note
that Qp containsthe algebraicclosureof Q and hence all the algebraicnumbers.
On Qp \ {0}, vp takes values in Q, and satisfiesvp(-x) =vp(x),
(7)

Vp(xy) = VP(x) + Vp(y),

(8)

vp (-

vp(x) -vp (y)

and
vp(x + y) > min{vp (x), vp(y)}

(9)

See [14,p. 143]. The following
propositioncan be deduced from[14,Chapter5] (or
see [17,pp. 60-66]).
Proposition 3.5. If a E Qophas minimalmonicpolynomialxn + a,xn-1 +

an1x +?an overQp,then
(10)

vp(a)=

.

+

n(a)

The next propositionis Exercise 7 in [17, p. 74]. We include the proofas a
serviceto the reader.
Proposition 3.6. Let p be a prime and let r, s, t E N. If r is not a p-powerand

gcd(r, s) = 1, then
(11)

Vp(1

-

WJ) = 0.
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1, then

=

vp(1 -

(12)

1

t ) =p-

p1

Proof. By (7), we have
rvsp(Ws) = VP((Ws)r)

= VP(1) = 0,

so vp(ws) = 0. Therefore,with (7) and (9),
vp(I

(rs)J)

-

> min{vp(I
min { vp(1
-

- ()J,s1)

vp((ws)i-1(1

-()Jr

V(

))

min{vp (1 - (w)il),vp(1

()J1)

s))}
+

)}

Vp1

-w )-}X

foreach j E N. By inductionon j, we obtain
vp(I - (,s)j)

> min{vp(1),vp(w)} = 0.

> vp(I -ws)

Suppose that vp(1 - ws) > 0. By the above, vp(I - (ws)j) > 0 forall j E N.
Now assume that r is not a p-powerand that gcd(r,s) = 1. Let q be a primefactor
of r different
fromp, and let a = (Ws)(r/q)
Then a $ 1, aq = 1 and vp(1 - a) > 0.
Consequently,
((a -1)?+1)q
~ ~

0=a-i -1
-1

-1

~

-

~

q

J

Therefore
vp(q) = vp ((a-

Q ) (a -

1)

> vp(a-1)

+2<j<

I)j2

{vP ((j

+ vp((a-

I)j-2)}

> vp(1 - a) > 0,
a contradictionto the definition
of vp(q). This proves(11).
To prove (12), let
x(z

-1

=

t-l(P-1)

+XPt-l(P-2)

+

+

xpt-l

+?

Then wptis a rootof 1(x), so (wst-1) is a rootof 1(x+ 1). ApplyingtheEisenstein
criterion([14, Proposition5.3.11],compare[14,Lemma 5.6.1]), we see that 1(x+1)
is irreducibleoverQp. Also, 1(x + 1) is ofdegreept-l (p - 1) and has constantterm
p, so by (10), we have
1
v(p)
(VP=
vP(1( - wt)p = vp()pst
-1) =
pt-1(p-1)
pt-1(p1)'
-

as required.

LI

We are now readyto beginexaminingthe rationalityof (1).
Lemma 3.7. Let 11, 12 and m be positiveintegerswith11 <
thatgcd(ll, 12, m) = 1. The onlysolutionsof

12
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or when (ii) (1-W3)(1- w2)
occur when (i) at least one of thefactors is (1-W2),
(iii) (1 -)W4)(1Iw3)
2 or (iv) (1 - W6)(1- _W) = 1.

= 3,

Proof. Suppose that q $ 1. Then vp(q) $&0 forsome primep, so by (7) and (11),
=
sj/ptj, where gcd(p,sj) = 1, forat least one value of j. Let t be the
minimumvalue of tj, j = 1,2. Since q is a nonzerorational,vp(q) is an integer.
As we showedin the proofofthe previousproposition,the p-adic valuationof each
termon the left-handside of (13) is nonnegative.Taking the p-adic valuationof
both sides of (13) and using (7), (11) and (12), we see that
lij/m

1 < Vp(q) = Vp(( -m)

m)) <p1(p-

1)

whichimpliesthat pt < 4. If pt = 2, then we have (i). If pt = 3, then (12) with
p = 3 impliesthat both factorsare of the form(1 - ws), and (ii) follows.Similar
considerationswhenpt = 4 give only (iii) as a new solution.
If q = 1, we are led to considerthe equation
= 1,
(1 - ei)(1-(I)
where0 < p < 0 < 27r,and it followsfromLemma 3.4 that the onlypossibilityis
R
(iv).

Recall that the functionfmis definedby (1). An mthrootofunitywk is called a
p-powerrootof unityifk/m= s/ptforpositiveintegerss and t withgcd(p,s) = 1.
Lemma 3.8. Let d = (k1,k2,k3,k4) E Dm. Suppose thatfm(d) = q E Q and the
numeratorofq has a primefactorp such thatin (1) w4kjis a p-powerrootof unity
ofm and d bythesame factor,we
for exactlytwovalues ofj. Up to multiplication
have m = 12 and one of thefollowing:
d = (6,6,4,8), q = 4/3;
(iii) d = (6,6,2, 10), q = 4;
(v) d = (4,8,2, 10), q = 3;

(ii) d = (6,6,3,9), q = 2;
(iv) d = (4,8,3,9), q = 3/2;
(vi) d = (4,4,2,6), q = 3/2;
(viii) d = (4,4,1, 7), q = 3;

(i)

(vii) d = (8,8,6, 10), q = 3/2;
(ix) d = (8,8,5, 11), q = 3;
(xi) d = (3,3,115), q = 2;

d = (3,9, 2, 10), q =2;
(xii) d = (9,9,7, 11), q =2.
(x)

Proof. Note that by Lemma 3.1, we have q > 1, so the numeratorof q does indeed
have at least one primefactor.By takingthe p-adic valuationof both sides of the
equation fm(d) = q, and applying(7), (8), (11) and (12), we see that since vp(q) is
a positiveinteger,bothp-powerrootsofunityare in the numeratorof (1). Arguing
as in the previouslemma, we also see that both are square roots,both are cube
rootsor both are fourthroots.
Assumethat both p-powerrootsof unityare square roots. Then the numerator
in (1) is (1 -W2)(1 -W2) = 4, so the denominatorof (1) is rational. By Lemma 3.7,
we musthave
or

(1- W2)(1(1- W3)(1-

W2)
W 2)

_-)1

W1a4)( -W43

_

12)
(1-c242)(1-c
(1-w 42)(1-82)

)-(

W)(_

(1

_

4
3

=2

12) (1 -W192)
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or
(1-

W2)(1-

W2)

(I -

W6)I(-

W65

4

(1w12)(1w12)
(1 - )12?)

1_ l2)

These are (i)-(iii) in the statement of the lemma.
Assume that both p-power roots of unity are cube roots. If the numerator of (1)
iS (1 -W3)(1 _W2)
= 3, then Lemma 3.7 can be applied to the rational denominator
of (1). Cases (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.7 are incompatible with the condition that
d E Dm (the formerwould imply that k3 or k4 lies between k1 and k2). So we
obtain only
(1- W3)(1_ (1--)142)(1S3_
-

(I

and

(I -

-

W4)(I

W3) (I

12)

W4

12)(1-

032

3

=

2

12)

(Q12)(1-)12)

(I - W6) (I065)

(I -

122)(1

-

3.
12?

These are (iv) and (v) in the statement of the lemma.
Suppose that the numerator of (1) is
(1- W3)(1-

W3)

2 (-

=

or

(3i)

3

-(1

3

+ Xv'i).

With (7), (8), (11) and (12), the 3-adic valuation shows that the numerator of q
must be three. Since q > 1, either q = 3/2 or q = 3. Suppose that q = 3/2. The
2-adic valuation shows that either one of the factors in the denominator of (1) is
a square root or both factors are fourth roots. Direct computation shows that the
latter is impossible and that the formeryields only
(1-W3)
(1-

and

(1-W3)

_

W6)(1-W2)

(1 - w2) (1 _ oW2)
3

(1-w2)(1-05)

(1-c142)

3

(1-142)

2

(1-W12)(1-)142)

-

(1-

2)(1-2)

3

_

12)(1-12)

-(1-

-

These are (vi) and (vii) in the statement of the lemma.
If q = 3 and the numerator of (1) is (1 - W3)(1 - W3), we are led to consider the
equation
(1eip)

= (-3)13 3

leio)

2

2

with 0 < o < 0 < 27r. By Lemma 3.4, o = 7r/6and 0 = 77r/6,yielding
(W-3)

(

W-3)

(1-W12)(1-0172)

(-142)

(1)142)

_

3

-(1-wi2)(1--)12)

which is (viii) above. If q = 3 and the numerator of (1) is (1 - w2)(1
(
to solve the equation
_- 32) (I

( 1-e9 ) (l _ e0 ) =(I

kel

with 0 < o <

e)-

_W23 )

-2

I

v/

- 2

0 < 27r. Lemma 3.4 shows that only the solution
(1_

)3(1_3

(1-512)(1-W12)

)
(1-3182)
-

2(1-

(1-12)

_ 3

)2)(1-w)12

which is (ix) above, can occur.
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Similarargumentsapply when both p-powerroots of unityare fourthroots in
the numeratorof (1). The 2-adic valuationshowsthat the numeratorof q mustbe
2. Further,since q > 1, we have q = 2.
If the numeratorof (1) is (1 - W4)(1 - W) = 2, thenthe denominatoris one, so
by Lemma 3.7 the onlysolutionis
-

(1-

(1- W4)(1-W)
(I - W6)(1

- W6)

W12)

12)(1-

1

122)(1

-

=2.

12?)

This is (x) in the statement of the lemma. If the numerator of (1) is (1 -W4)(1

-W4),

we are led to the equation

(1-W4)(1-

i)e

~~~2

W4)

and withthe aid of Lemma 3.4 we obtain (xi) above, namely,
(1-

W4)(1- W4)

(1-wi2)(1-

_

12)

(1-w12)(1-

W12)

-(1-w2)(1-

w12)

Finally,ifthe numeratorof (1) is (1 -

we need to solve the equation

_W),

w3)(1-

(1-4)(1 2

(l_ei9p)(l

-2

4)

=i,

and then Lemma 3.4 yieldsonly
(1-w4)(1(1-w12)(1-

4)

_

w12)

(1-92)(1-

W12)

(1-w12)(1-

_

2

12)

L

This is (xii) in the statementof the lemma.

In additionto the "sporadic"solutionsof fm(d) = q E Q, d E DM, exhibitedby
the previouslemma,we have the followinginfinitefamilyof solutions.
Lemma 3.9. Let s E N and m = 2s. Then fm(d) = 2 whend = (2k,s, k,k + s),
1 < k < s/2 and whend = (s, 2k,k,k+s), s/2 < k < s.
Proof. By directcomputation,we have
(1-c4

)(1-w%)

-k m

(1 g)(I-

m

k+s)

=2

withthe same resultifthe two factorsin the numeratorare interchanged.

L

We are now readyto provethe main resultof this section.
Theorem 3.10. Suppose thatd E Dm and fm(d) = q E Q. Then q E {4/3, 3/2,2,
3,4}. Moreover,all possiblesolutionsare providedby the twopreviouslemmas.
Proof. Note that d E Dm impliesthat m > 4. By Lemma 3.1 we have q > 1, so the
numeratorof q has a primefactorp. Then vp(q) is a positiveinteger.By (7), (8),
(11) and (12), thereis at least one value ofj, 1 < j < 4, such that wkj is a p-power
root of unity,that is, kj/m = sj/p'i forintegerssj and tj withgcd(p,sj) = 1.
Lemma 3.8 deals with the case when this occurs forexactly two values of j.
Suppose that it occursforone, three,or fourvalues ofj. By (7), (8), (11) and (12),
vp(q) cannot be a positiveintegerunless p = 2 and tj = 1 forsome j, in which
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case the correspondingfactoris (1
Therefore

-

W2) =

(1-w'm)
( 1-)(1

2 and is in the numeratorof fm(d).
q

_

2'

_k4)

wherej' = 1 or 2. Let q/2 = a/b, wheregcd(a, b) = 1. If a $&1 then (7), (8), (11)
and (12) implythat a = 2, so (1 -w ') = (1 -W2)- Using Lemma 3.7, we see that
the onlysolutionsare (i)-(iii) of Lemma 3.8.
If a = 1, thensince q > 1, we have b = 1 and q = 2. We are thenled to consider
the equation

where0

<

<

-e2) = (1I -e
(1-e'l)(1
are 0 = o +
+ < 0 < 27r. By Lemma3.3, the onlysolutions

r,

2p, forarbitraryo. It is easy to see that these yield preciselythe solutions
D
givenin Lemma 3.9.
+ =

Corollary 3.11. All solutionsof f12(d) = q C Q are givenby (i)-(xii) of Lemma
3.8 and
(xiii) d = (2, 6, 1,7), q = 2;

(xiv) d = (4, 6, 2, 8), q = 2;

(xv) d = (6, 8, 4, 10), q = 2;

(xvi) d = (6,10,5, 11), q = 2.

from(i)-(xii) ofLemma 3.8
Proof. By the previoustheorem,any solutiondifferent
must be given by Lemma 3.9. The fournew solutionsform = 12 occur when
to k = 3 is (ii) of
k = 1, 2, 4 and 5 in that lemma. (The solutioncorresponding
D
Lemma 3.8.)
4.

AFFINELY

REGULAR LATTICE POLYGONS AND LATTICE U-POLYGONS

Chrestenson[5] showsthat any regularpolygonwhose verticesare containedin
forsome n > 2 must have 3, 4 or 6 vertices. This is impliedby the following
theorem,but does not seem to implyit.
Zn

Theorem 4.1. The only affinelyregularlatticepolygonsare triangles,parallelogramsand hexagons.
regularlattice polygonwith m vertices. Then there
Proof. Let P be an affinely
is an affinetransformation
X such that q(R) = P, whereR is the regularpolygon
withm verticesgivenin complexformby 1, WmX... XWm-l Xwithwm e27i/m . The
case m < 4 is clear, so suppose that m > 5. The pointsW-2,W_-1 1, WiM, w are
mapped by X onto verticesof P, pointsP-2, P-l, PO,P1, P2, say,in Z2. The pairs
{ 1, mW}, {wj
wX2} lie on parallellines. Therefore
-

)|z2

-Wml11

|Wm - 1II

forsome q E

Q. The left-handside is
1Wm + 1 + W?m

IIP2-P-1

||

Pi -Po||

| =

1 + 2cos 0,

so 2 cos 0 = 0-1.
where0 = 2wr/m,
,
The pairs { w1,m},
{fw2,w2} also lie on parallel lines. An argumentsimilar
to that_Above
yields
-m
wm =2cos
= /-,
-1 |1
Hiwmn
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forsome r E (Q. Therefore q - 1 =

, and squaringboth sides we see that
Wm + w 1 whereWm and z
are
algebraicintegers.Since 2 cos 0 is rational,it mustbe in Z. Therefore2 cos 0 is -2,
-1, 0, 1 or 2, and then 0 = 27r/m< 27r/5impliesthat 0 = r/3. Consequently,
m = 6, corresponding
to hexagons,forexamplethe hexagonwithverticesat (1, 0),
D
(1,1), (0,1), (-1,0), (-1,-1) and (0,-1).

,

and hencecos0, is rational.Now2 cos0 =

The followingproposition(see [12] or [9, Chapter 1]) was provedby applying
Darboux's theorem[6] on midpointpolygons.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose thatU c $1 is a finiteset of directions.Thereexistsa
U-polygonif and onlyif thereis an affinely
regularpolygonsuch thateach direction
in U is parallel to one of its edges.
It is importantto observethatdespitethe previouspropositiona U-polygonneed
not itselfbe affinely
regular,even ifit is a latticeU-polygon.This is demonstrated
by the followingexample,whichis, in a sense,maximal (see Remark4.6).
Example 4.3. Let U c ?1 consist of six lattice directionsparallel to the vectors
(1, 0), (2,1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (0, 1) and (-1, 1), respectively.Let Q be the dodecagon
with verticesat (3,1), (3, 2), (2,3), (1,3), (-1, 2), (-2,1), and the reflections
of
these pointsin the origin.Then Q is a lattice U-polygon(see Figure 1). The fact
D
that Q is not affinely
regularfollowsfromTheorem4.1.
Lemma 4.4. If U c S 1is any set of threelatticedirections,then thereexists a
latticeU-polygon.
Proof. We can assume withoutloss of generalitythat the directionsin U are mutuallynonparallel.Let (sj, t ) c Z2, 1 < j < 3, be vectorsparallelto the directions
in U. We may assume that Si > S2 > S3, and that eithert, = t2 = t3 > 0, or
t, = 0, si > 0 and t2 = t3 > 0. Let
h=

S2t3

-

S3t2,

k=

slt3

-

S3t,

1 = s1t2

-

S2t6

Then h,k,1> 0, and the points(0, 0), (hsi, hti), (hsi +ks2, ht1+kt2), (hsi +ks2 +
1S3,ht1+ kt2+ 1t3), (ks2 + 1s3,kt2+ lt3) and (1s3, 1t3) are the verticesof a convex
lattice hexagonP. It is easy to checkthat each diagonal of P is parallelto one of
D
its edges,and it followsthat P is a lattice U-polygon.
We now use Theorem3.10 to proveour main resultabout U-polygons.
Theorem 4.5. Let U C $1 be a set offour or more mutuallynonparallellattice
directions,and supposethatthereexistsa U-polygon.Then JUI< 6, and the cross
ratio oftheslopes of anyfourdirectionsin U, arrangedin orderofincreasingangle
withthepositivex-axis, is 4/3, 3/2, 2, 3 or 4.
Proof. Let U be as in the statementof the theorem.By Proposition4.2, U must
consistof directionsparallelto the edges of an affinely
regularpolygon.Therefore
q such that if
thereis a nonsingularaffinetransformation
V = {f(u)/1i(u)ll:

u E U},

then V-\iscontainedin a set of directionsthat are equally spaced in S1, that is, the
angle betweeneach pair of adjacent directionsis the same. Since the directionsin
U are mutuallynonparallel,we can assume that thereis an m c N such that each
in complexformby ehri/m, h c N, 0 < h < m-1.
directionin V can be represented
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_

mm

_

1. The lattice U-polygonof Example 4.3.
= q-

Let uj, 1 < j ? 4, be directionsin U. Note that the cross ratio of the
9~~~~~~~h-27
-h4,hl)r
lattice
directionsis a rationalnumber,q- say. We can assume that
slopes of these
=
7ri/m
,where hj E N, 1 < j < 4 and 0 < h, < h2 < h3 < h4 <
q$(uj)/jjq$(uj)1jehj
m 1. The map 0 preservescrossratio,so
.
f xml
FIGUE hr Th latice U-oyo
t h.2
-ta
i-(h4r
h,-r
(tan
A

stniz---tn

m

si
(tn

h7

m

a

lr

=i3
and 4
Let k, = h3 - hi, 2 = I4 -in( i2,
i2
-h c3
jkl? i (-2)
=
?
+
+
k44
I3
r-lIand
E2
<Ic4
khr
kl,k2
sik(3
Wk
(4-h)
)
obtain
)/2i,we
UsingsinOte l eh2i
(I -

=t4

-

hl; then i <

<
th3

with d = (kIc,Ik2,
ik3,k4), as in (1). Then d E Dm if its firsttwo coordinatesare
interchanged,if necessary,to ensurethat k1 < k2; note that this operationdoes
not changethe value of fm(d). By Theorem3.10, q c {4/3,3/2,2,3,4>
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Suppose that iUi > 7. Let U' be a set of any seven of these directions,and let
V' = f0(u)/lj(u)jj: u C U'}. We may assume that all the directionsin V' are in
the firsttwo quadrants,so one of these quadrants,say the first,containsat least
fourdirectionsin V'. We can apply the above argumentto these fourdirections,
wherethe integershj now satisfy0 < h1 < h2 < h3 < h4 < m/2, and wherewe
may also assume, by rotatingthe directionsin V' if necessary,that h1 = 0. As
solutionof fm(d) = q C ?Q,d C Dm, wherefm(d)
above, we obtain a corresponding
is as in (1).
Suppose that this solutionis of the formof Lemma 3.9. Then using h1 = 0, we
findthat h4 = k4 = k + s > m/2, a contradiction.By Theorem3.10, therefore,
our solutionmustderivefrom(i)-(xii) of Lemma 3.8. Since thisapplies to any four
directionsin V' lyingin the firstquadrant,all such directionsmustcorrespondto
angles withthe positivex-axis whichare integermultiplesof 7r/12.
We claim that all directionsin V' have the latterproperty.To see this,suppose
that thereis a directionv C V' in the second quadrant,and considera set of four
directionsvj, 1 < j < 4, in V', whereV4 = v and vj, 1 < j < 3, lie in the first
quadrant. Suppose that vj = ehii /m, 1 < j < 4. Then hj is an integermultipleof
solutionof fm(d) = q C Q,
m/12,for1 < j < 3. Again, we obtain a corresponding
d C Dm. If this solutioncorrespondsto one of (i)-(xii) of Lemma 3.8, thenclearly
h4 is also an integermultipleof m/12. Suppose, then,that the solutionis of the
formof Lemma 3.9. We can take h1 = 0 as before,and then we findthat either
(i) h2 = s-k, h3 = s and h4 = k + s, 1 < k < s/2, or (ii) h2 = k, h3 = 2k and
of
h4 = k + s, s/2 < k < s, wherem = 2s. Sinces = m/2 = 6(m/12) is a multiple
m/12,we concludein eithercase that k, and hence h4 = k + s, is also a multiple
of m/12. This provesthe claim.
It remainsto examine the case m = 12 in more detail. Let hj, 1 < j < 4,
correspondto the fourdirectionsin V' havingthe smallestangleswiththe positive
x-axis, so that h1 = 0 and hj < m/2 = 6, 2 < i < 4. We have already shown
that the correspondingd = (kj,k2,k3,k4) must occur in (i)-(xii) of Lemma 3.8.
Since hj < 6, 1 < j < 4, we also have kj < 6, 1 < j < 4, so the only possibilities
are (vi) or (xi) of Lemma 3.8, that is, d = (4,4,2,6) or (3,3,1,5). These yield
(hi, h2,h3,h4) = (0,2,4, 6) or (0, 2, 3, 5), respectively.
Suppose that h correspondsto any otherdirectionin V' in the firstquadrant,
and replace (hl, h2,h3,h4) by (h2,h3,h4,h) = (2,4,6, h) or (2,3,5, h), respectively.
We obtain d = (4, h -4, 2, h - 2) or (3, h -3, 2, h - 2), respectively,
whichmustalso
occurin (i)-(xii) ofLemma 3.8. The onlypossibility,(4, h -4, 2, h -2) = (4,4, 2,6),
whenh = 8, is notvalid sincethiscorrespondsto a directionin the secondquadrant.
Let h correspondto any directionin V' in the secondquadrant. We have already
seen that onlyh = 8 can resultfrom(i)-(xii) ofLemma 3.8. However,we now have
to consideralso (xiii)-(xvi) ofCorollary3.11. We can onlyhave (4, h-4, 2, h-2) =
(4,6,2,8), givingh = 10.
We have shownthat thereis onlyone possible set of morethan fourdirections,
namely,the set of six directionsehti/12, h C {0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10}. Our assumptionthat
D
impossible.
JUI> 7 is therefore
Remark4.6. The previoustheoremimpliesthat if P is a lattice U-polygon,then
JUI< 6. Example 4.3 exhibitsa lattice U-polygonP forwhichJUI= 6. The proof
of the previoustheoremindicatesthat this can onlyoccur ifthereis a nonsingular
affinetransformation
X takingthe directionsin U to a set of vectorswhichwhen
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h E {O, 2,4, 6, 8, 10}. In fact,let

(x, y) = (x + (v/-- 2)y,I(v/-- l) (x + y)) .
Then X maps the regulardodecagon inscribedin the unit circle,with one vertex
at (1,0), to the affinely
regulardodecagon Q withvertices(1, vX3- 1), (V/-- 1,1),
(2- V3_,
1), (v/3-2, v\F- 1), (1 - -\, 2- v\F),(-1, v"J-2), and the reflections
of
these six pointsin the origin.The slopes of the edges of Q, namely,-1, , 1/2,1,2
and oo, are the same as those of P, whichis the correspondinglattice U-polygon.
Of course,Q itselfis not a lattice polygon,and indeed thereis no affinely
regular
lattice dodecagon, by Theorem 4.1. Successive second midpointpolygonsof P,
when dilatated by a factorof 4, are also lattice polygons. Moreover,the polygon
resultingfromP by repeatedlytaking the second midpointpolygonand scaling
suitablyis, by Darboux's theorem(see [6] and [12]), an affinely
regularU-polygon,
and in fact this is just Q (up to dilatation). The polygonQ failsto be a lattice
polygonbecause the limitof such a sequence need not be a latticepolygon.
5.

DETERMINATION

OF CONVEX LATTICE SETS BY X-RAYS

In this sectionwe apply the resultsof the previoussectionto the determination
of convexlatticesets by X-raysin lattice directions.
Lemma 5.1. Let u C $n-1 and letF1, F2 befinitesubsetsofEn such thatX"F1
XUF2. Then IF1| = IF21
Proof. IF1I = ExZui XUF1(x) = ExZu XUF2(X) =

=

IF21

Lemma 5.2. Let U C ?1 be a finiteset ofat leastthreemutuallynonparallellattice
directions,and letF1, F2 be convexsubsetsof72 such thatXuF1 = XuF2 foru c U.
Then eitherF1 = F2 or dimF1 = dimF2 = 2.
Proof. It is easy to see that if F1 zhF2, then dimFj > 1, j = 1,2. Suppose that
dimF1 = 1. Let u;, 1 j < 3, be directionsin U and let the endpointsof the line
segmentconvF1 be the lattice points a and b. If some uj, 1 < j < 3, is parallel
to F1, then F1 = F2. Thereforewe may assume that a is the only point of F1
on each of the lines a + lujI 1 < j < 3. These lines dissect the plane into six
closed cones,one of which,C say,containsF1. Suppose that the boundaryof C is
containedin (a + lu,) U (a + 'U2), so that C n (a + lU3) = {a}. There must be a
pointa' c F2 n (a + lu3). If a f F2, thena 7/a', and eithera' + l1u or a' + 1U2 does
not meet F1, a contradiction.Thereforea C F2, and similarlyb C F2. This implies
D
that F1 C F2. Since IF1I = IF21 by Lemma 5.1, we have F1 = F2.
The followingexample shows that the previous lemma is false if JUI = 2, a
phenomenonthat cannot occur forcontinuousX-rays.
Example 5.3. Let u1 and U2 be directionsparallelto the vectors(2,1) and (-1,1),
respectively.Then the 2-dimensionalset F1 = { (O,0), (0, -1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} and the
1-dimensionalset F2 = {(-1, 0), (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0)} have the same X-raysin the
directionsu1 and u2. See Figure 2.
Lemma 5.4. Let u C $n1 and letF1, F2 befinitesubsetsofEn such thatXuF1 =
XuF2. Then the centroidsofF1 and F2 lie on the same line parallel to u.
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2. The sets F1 and F2 of Example 5.3.

FIGURE

Proof. Let cj be the centroidof Fj, and set xj
En is o, we have

o =o

=

cj u, j

=

1,2. If the originin

(y- Cj)) lU

=(
yEFj

=E

xEuI

E

and therefore
x=

forj

=

(ylu - cjlu)=E

yEFjn(x+lu)

IF

XuFj(x)x,

1,2. By the assumptionXuF1 = XuF2 and Lemma 5.1,

E

1

XuF1(x)x= 1F2 E

xEu

soxO

=

XuFj(x)(x -xj)l
xEUC

X2,

XuF2(x)x,

xEu

as required.

C

Theorem 5.5. Let U C ?1 be a finiteset of two or more mutuallynonparallel
latticedirections.The followingstatementsare equivalent.
(i) ConvexsubsetsofZ2 are determinedbyX-raysin the directionsin U.
(ii) Theredoes not exista latticeU-polygon.
Proof. Suppose that thereexistsa latticeU-polygonP. Partitionthe verticesof P
into two disjointsets V1, V2,wherethe membersof each set are alternatevertices
in a clockwiseorderingaround P. Let u C U. Since P is a U-polygon,each line
parallel to u containinga point in V1 also containsa pointin V2. Let
C =

(Z2 n P) \ (V1

U V2),

convexsubsets of Z2
and let Fj = C U Vj, j = 1,2. Then F1 and F2 are different
withequal X-raysin the directionsin U.
convex subsets of Z2 with equal
Conversely,suppose that F1, F2 are different
X-raysin the directionsin U, and let E = convF1 n convF2. We may assume
that JUI> 4, since Lemma 4.4 providesa lattice U-polygonwheneverJUI< 3. By
Lemma 5.2, dimFj = 2, j = 1,2. Lemma 5.4 showsthat F1 and F2 have the same
centroid,so intE 7/0.
Since convFj, j = 1,2, are convex polygons,int(convF1AconvF2) contains
finitelymanycomponents.The assumptionF1 7/F2 impliesthat thereis at least
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one component.Let thesecomponentsbe Cj, 1 < j < mo, orderedclockwisearound
the boundaryof E. Call Cj of type r if C c int(convFr \ E), forr = 1,2. Note
that it is possible fortwo or moreadjacent Cj's to be of the same type. Suppose,
that C1 is of type 1 and is precededby a componentof
withoutloss of generality,
type 2. Let ji be the smallestintegerforwhichCj1 is of type 2, and let
ji-i

D=

U CQ.

j=l

Now let j2> ji be the smallestintegerforwhichCJ2 is of type 1, and let
J2l

D2=

U C0.

Continuingin thisway,we obtain sets Dj, 1 < j < m1, such that each Dj is either
a finiteunionof componentsof int(convF1 \ E) or a finiteunionof componentsof
int(convF2 \ E). Moreover,these two possibilitiesalternateclockwisearound the
boundaryof E. Let 1D= {D-: 1 <j < ml}.
Suppose that D C 1Dconsistsoftype1 components.The set A = ((cl D) \E) n2
is a nonemptyfiniteset of latticepointscontainedin F1 \ E. If u C U and z CA,
thenthereis a latticepoint z' such that

z' (E (F2 \E) n (z + lu),
XuF2. Then z' f E, so the line z +

because XuF1 =
lu meetssome memberof 1D
consistingof type 2 components.Denote this memberof 1Dby uD.
We claimthat uD does not dependon whichpointz E A is used forits definition.
To see this, suppose that zj c A, j = 1,2, and that the line zj + lu meets Dj C
1D,where D' and D' are distinct,and thereforedisjoint,and consist of type 2
components. Then thereis a D', betweenD' and D' in the clockwiseordering
aroundthe boundaryofE, consistingoftype 1 components.This meansthat there
is a latticepointZ3,containedin theopen stripboundedbyzj+lu, j = 1,2, and such
that Z3 C (cl C) \E, whereC is one ofthe componentsofint(convF1 \E) contained
in D'. Since XuFi = XuF2, thereis a pointz3 C Z3+ lu and z3 C (cl C') \E, where
C' is a componentof type 2. This is onlypossibleifC' c D, a contradiction.This
provesthe claim.
Let uA = ((cluD) \E) nZ2. Then uA is a finiteset oflatticepointscontainedin
F2 \E. Furthermore,
Xu(uA) = XuA, so JuAl= JAI,by Lemma 5.1; in particular,
uA is nonempty.
Let D c 1D,and define
1D ={uik

uiDlD: kEN,uij

CU, 1 < j<k}.

Then 1D'is the set ofmembersof1DobtainedfromD by applyingthe above process
throughany finitesequence of directionsfromU. We know1D' is finite,so we can
relabelits membersas Dj, 1 < j < m. Let Aj = ((cl Dj) \E) nr2 be the nonempty
to Dj, for1 < j <
finitesets of latticepointscorresponding
Let cj be the centroidof Aj, 1 < j < m. Let tj be the line throughthe common
endpointsofthe twoarcs,one in bd(convF1), and one in bd(convF2), whichbound
the finiteunionDj ofcomponentsofint(convF1AconvF2) such that Aj = Dj nZ2.
Then tj separatesthe convexhull of Aj, and hence cj, fromthe convexhull of the
remainingcentroidsCk, 1 < k / j < m. It followsthat the points c;, 1 < j < i,

m.
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3. The sets F1 and F2 of Remark5.6.

are the verticesofa convexpolygonP. If u c U and 1 < j < m, suppose that Ak is
the set arisingfromu and Aj by the processdescribedabove. Then by Lemma 5.4,
the linecj + l,Ualso containsCk. The pointscj therefore
pair offin thisfashion,so m
is even,and since JUI> 2 we have m > 4, and P is nondegenerate.Consequently,
P is a U-polygon.
Let lAjl = lAkl = s for 1 < j < k < m. Then each vertexcj of P belongs
to the lattice of points whose coordinatesare rationalswith denominators. The
D
dilatationsP of P is thenthe requiredlattice U-polygon.
Remark5.6. In the proofof the previoustheorem,it is necessaryto employfinite
unions of components. This is in contrastto the continuouscase (cf. [12] or [9,
Chapter 1]), where single componentspair offin each directionin U. Figure 3
shows two convex lattice sets, F1 (white dots) and F2 (black dots), with equal
X-raysin the verticaldirection,forwhichint(convF1 \ E) is a singlecomponent,
whereasint(convF2 \E) has two components.
Theorem 5.7.
(i) Thereare sets offourlatticedirectionssuch thatconvexsubsets ofZ2 are determinedbythe corresponding
X-rays.
(ii) ConvexsubsetsofZ2 are determinedby any set of seven X-raysin mutually
nonparallellatticedirections.
(iii) There is a set of six mutuallynonparallellatticedirectionssuch that convex
subsetsofZ2 are not determinedbythe corresponding
X-rays.
(iv) Convexsubsetsof Z2 cannot be determinedby threeX-raysin latticedirections.
Proof. To prove (i), we see that by Theorem 4.5 and the previous theorem,it
sufficesto take any set of fourlattice directionssuch that the corresponding
cross
ratio (formedas in Theorem4.5) is not 4/3, 3/2, 2, 3 or 4. Parts (ii), (iii) and (iv)
are an immediateconsequenceofthe previoustheoremtogetherwithTheorem4.5,
D
Example 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, respectively.
Remark5.8. It is easy to constructsets of fourlatticedirectionsthat yielduniqueness as in Theorem 5.7(i). For example, the sets of lattice directionsparallel to
the vectorsin the followingsets have this property: {(1, 0), (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 5)},
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{(1, 0), (2,1), (0,1), (-1, 2)} and {(2, 1), (3, 2), (1, 1), (2, 3)}. For each of these sets,
the crossratio is not equal to 4/3, 3/2, 2, 3 or 4.
Let S be a 2-dimensionallattice subspace. A set F C 7n is called S-convexif
F n (x + S) is convex,with respectto the 2-dimensionallattice Zn n (x + S), for
each x C Zn.
Corollary 5.9. Let S be a 2-dimensionallatticesubspace,and let U c $n-1 n S
be a set of mutuallynonparallellatticedirectionswithrespectto the latticeZn n S.
(i) Thereare sets U withJUI= 4 such thatS-convexsubsetsofEn are determined
byX-raysin the directionsin U.
(ii) If JUI > 7, then S-convex subsets of Zn are determinedby X-rays in the
directionsin U.
Proof. By affineinvariancewe need only apply Theorem 5.7(i) and (ii) to each
Z
sectionZn n (x + S) withx 7/E.
In particular,convexsubsets of 7n are determinedby certainsets of four,and
any set of seven, X-raysin mutuallynonparallellattice directionscontainedin a
2-dimensionallattice subspace. Theorem 5.7(iii) and (iv) show that the numbers
of directionsin the previouscorollaryare the best possible.
convex
Althoughour resultscompletelysolve the basic problemof determining
lattice sets by X-rays,one mightattemptto characterizethe sets of lattice directions in generalposition such that convex subsets of Zn are determinedby the
correspondingX-rays. This question remainsunanswered,as does the analogous
questionforcontinuousX-rays(see [9, Problem2.1]).
6.

DETERMINATION

OF CONVEX BODIES BY CONTINUOUS X-RAYS

The followingresultwas provedin [12].
Proposition 6.1. Let U c ?1 be a set of two or moremutuallynonparalleldirections. The followingstatementsare equivalent.
(i) Convexbodiesin E2 are determinedbycontinuousX-raysin the directionsin
U.

(ii) Theredoes not exista U-polygon.
Proposition4.2 above, also provedin [12],classifiessets U of directionsallowing
U-polygons,but this is not needed forthe followingresult.
Theorem 6.2.
(i) Thereare sets offourlatticedirectionssuch thatconvexbodcontinuousX-rays.
ies in E2 are determinedbythe corresponding
(ii) Convexbodiesin E2 are determinedbycontinuousX-raysin any set ofseven
mutuallynonparallellatticedirections.
Proof. This is the same as theproofofTheorem5.7(i) and (ii) whenProposition6.1
D
is substitutedforTheorem5.5.
The numberof continuousX-raysrequiredin the previoustheoremcannot be
reduced. For (i), we simplynote that convexbodies cannot be determinedby any
set of threecontinuousX-rays,by the resultsof [12] (or see [9, Corollary1.2.12]).
For (ii), we apply the argumentat the beginningof the proofof Theorem5.5 to
convex
the lattice U-polygonP of Example 4.3, whereJUI= 6. The corresponding
subsets F1, F2 of Z2 yield lattice hexagons. Let Qj = convFj, j = 1,2. It is
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to check that Qi and Q2 are different
straightforward
affinelyregularhexagons
withthe same continuousX-raysin the directionsin U.
7.

SUCCESSIVE

DETERMINATION

OF FINITE SETS BY PROJECTIONS OR X-RAYS

Two simple commentsshould set the stage. First, a single projectionin any
non-latticedirectionwilldistinguishany subsetofa latticefromany other. Second,
givenany finiteset of latticesubspaces,thereare two different
convexlatticesets
with equal projectionson those subspaces. (To see this, choose a convex lattice
polytopeof maximumdimensionin the orthogonalcomplementof each subspace,
and take theirMinkowskisum. All latticesets obtainedby takingall latticepoints
in the Minkowskisum exceptone of its verticeshave the same projectionson each
of the given subspaces.) We shall focuson the successivedeterminationof finite
(and not necessarilyconvex)subsetsofa latticeby projectionson latticesubspaces.
Lemma 7.1. Let 1 < 1 < n - 1 and let T be an 1-dimensionallatticesubspacein
Enh.Suppose thatB is an (n -I1)-dimensional ball in T1 withcentreat the origin.
Then thereis an (n - 1)-dimensionallatticesubspaceS such thatif F and F' are
thenF = F'.
subsetsof (B x T) n Zn withFIS' F'=S',
-

Proof. Let bnC E/) 1 < j < n, be an integerbasis of En such that T is spanned
by b1,... ,bl and T' is spanned by bl+,... , bn. Let M1, M2 denote the matrices
with columnsbl,.. .,bl, and bl+i,...,bn, respectively,and set c =
>+1 llbjII.
Let 0 K
< < 1, let ZE be the 1 x (n - 1) matrix

and let

S(s) = {x C E : (M[ +FZEMT)x = O}.
Suppose that v E (Zn \{o}) n S(E). Then MTv + SZEMT V = 0, So
bTv =

-

-

+2V-

for1 < j < 1. Since v 7/0, we have bTv 7/0 forsome j with 1 <
we can assume, without loss of generality,that bTv 7z 0. Then
1 < lbTvI = El(bl+l+Ebl+2+-

* +?n

If v E T1, then bTv =0 for1 <
then

0=

klbTv

I
1bn)TVI

< E(|lbl+l 11
+ +*

j < n. If v
IbnII)IIvII

T

= ?C||V.

j < 1,so if k is the firstindex such that bTv#0,
?k-l+lbT

V

-

-

TV.

Consequently,
1

TVI = EI(bk+l+Ebk+2+' .+5,n1brin)TVI
<1 lbkT|=?(++?++-*+nk
lbn)U

+H~)IIvII <?|V.
? sCIIvI
<?nIIii+
E(|lbk+l ll+- - *+|lb|)||

In both cases, therefore,
we have llvll> (Ec)-1.
Let A = M1(MTTMl)-1. Then
= IIAMTvII= EIIAZEM2Tvll
< EIIAIIIIZ6M2Tvll
< scv11AII llvll,
lIvIT11
whereIJAIIis the spectralnormof A, definedby
= max{llAxll/llxll:x zhO},
IJAII
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where llxlldenotesthe Euclidean normof x. It followsthat if ? < (2cV7llAH)-1,
then
livIT'II > llvll-lIvIT1 >>
This impliesthat if v1 and v2 are lattice points in the translatez + S(s) of S(s),
wherez E 7/n,
then the distancebetweenv1ITL and v2IT1 is at least (2Ec)1.
Let r be the radius of B, let Eo satisfy
O<o?inf
1
1A
O < Eo < min 1, 2CII
c
4cr
'2V7lc All

E),

and let S = S(Eo). Then foreach z E
the translatez + S of S meets at most
E
one latticepoint in B x T, so S clearlyhas the requiredproperty.
We remindthe readerthat the supportofthe k-dimensional
X-rayXsF is Fl 5',
the projectionof F on the (n - k)-dimensionalsubspace Sl. We shall therefore
formulatethe next two theoremsin termsof projectionson (n - k)-dimensional,
ratherthan k-dimensional,
subspaces.

Zn

Theorem 7.2. Let 1 < k < n - 1. Finite subsetsof
can be successivelydeterminedby [m/(m
- k)] projectiorns
on (n- k)-dimensionalsubspaces. This number
is the bestpossible, even if the projectionson (n - k)-dimensionalsubspaces are
replacedbyk-dimensionalX-rays.

Zn,

and let m = [n/(n - k)]. Choose kProof. Let F be a finitesubset of
dimensionallattice subspaces Sj, 1 < j < m - 1, in generalposition. Let T
flmL71
Si, and let 1 = dimT. Then
-

= (m - 1)k - (m - 2)n = n- (m - 1)(n -)
SO 0 K K<

n- k. Let

gi(S3)= {x + Sj : x E FISjJ },
<
<
1
for
j m 1, so !9(Sj) is a finiteset of translatesof Sj whose union contains
F and whichcan be constructedfromthe projectionFISfl. Then
F c G=

n

j=1

G
(SA

and G is a finiteunion of translatesof T. ThereforeG n T' is finite,so it is
containedin an (n - l)-dimensionalball B in T' with centreat the origin.Let S
be the (n - l)-dimensionallatticesubspace suppliedby Lemma 7.1, and let Sm be
latticesubspace containedin S. Suppose that F' is a finitesubset
any k-dimensional
such that FISJ'- F'l S.r Then F and F' are both subsetsof (B x T) n
of
so F = F', by Lemma 7.1.
Let S be an arbitraryset of (m - 1) k-dimensionallatticesubspaces. The above
of the subspaces in S is a latticesubspace
computationshowsthat the intersection
of dimensionat least one, so this intersectioncontainsa line parallel to a lattice
directionu. ConsequentlyX-raysparallelto the subspaces in S cannotdistinguish
D
finitesets F and F' in
betweentwo different
such that XuF = XUF'.

Zn

Zn,

Zn

Corollary 7.3. Finite subsetsof
tions in latticedirections.

Zncan be successivelydeterminedbytwoprojec-

Proof. Let k = 1 in Theorem7.2.
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The followingtheoremuses a discreteversionof the argumentof [10, Theorem
4.2].
Theorem 7.4. Let 1 < k < n - 1. Finite subsets of En can be successivelydeterminedby ([n/(n - k)j + 1) projectionson (n- k)-dimensionalsubspaces. This
numberis thebestpossible,eveniftheprojectionson (n - k)-dimensionalsubspaces
are replacedbyk-dimensionalX-rays.
Proof. Let F be a finitesubset of En, and let m = [n/(n - k)j + 1. Choose kdimensionalsubspaces Sj, 1 < j < m - 1, in generalposition. Let T = nq=2lSi.
Then
dimT = (m - 1)k - (m - 2)n = n - (m - 1)(n - k)
so 0 < dimT < n -, k. As in the previoustheorem,let

9(S) = {x + S : x E FISl},
for1 < j < m - 1, so 9(Sj) is a finiteset of translatesof Sj whose union contains
F and whichcan be constructedfromthe projectionFJS-L.Then

FcG=

m-1

n u(si*

j=1

and G is a finiteunion of translatesof T. Since dimT < n - k, we can choose a kplane x + Sm
dimensionalsubspace Sm such that forall x c Sm,the k-dimensional
intersectsat most one of the translatesof T in G, and each of these intersections
is a singlepoint. Then z C F if and only if z belongs to the intersectionof some
translateof T in G withsome plane in g(Sm). This provesthe firststatement.
By [10, Theorem 5.3], there is a zonotope Z in En such that given any set S
- k)j k-dimensional
of Ln/(n
subspaces, there is a different
zonotope Z(S) with
the same continuousX-raysas Z parallel to these subspaces. Let F be the set
of verticesof Z. It is straightforward
to check,by followingthe argumentof [10,
Section 5], that the set F(S) of verticesof Z(S) has the same X-raysas F parallel
to the subspaces in S. It followsthat F cannot be successivelydeterminedby any
set of [n/(n - k)J k-dimensionalX-rays.
O
Corollary 7.5. Finite subsets of En, n > 3, can be successivelydeterminedby
projectionsin two directions.Finite subsetsofE2, however,requireprojectionsin
threedirectionsfor theirsuccessivedetermination.
Proof. Let k = 1 in Theorem7.4.

0

We remarkthat it is not hard to generalizeTheorems 7.2 and 7.4 to allow
the use of projectionson subspaces of varyingdimensions. Finite subsets of Zn
can be successivelydeterminedby projectionson lattice subspaces of dimensions
(n-ki), ..., (n- km) ifand onlyif
k +

+ km< (m1-)n,

and arbitraryfinitesubsetsof En can be successivelydeterminedby projectionson
subspaces of dimensions(n - k,),. .., (n - km) ifand only if

ki+

+ km < (m - 1)n.
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